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buttcan 

•receotacle for cigarettes, as in ntte flipped the cigarette into the buttcan. 



latrine rumor 



p. 32, another day in the war; cd use again as a reprise; what was the count up to by now 



caught a packet (wounded or killed) 



If Ben were writing this, he would pause about here, to consider the python nest 

of war enwrapping the world those early weeks of 19)^4.• 

At the time, he was hiking the shoreline... 
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(the Russians and their) tongue-stiffening booze 



"Captain? The Russians are at the Elbe." 



gold star banners 

Carol’s recollection 

I remember these banners hanging in some windows. These would be old-fashioned 

windows with a lock in the middle, and the banners would be held by gold-colored 
heavy twine, with tassels at the ends. 

The banners themselves were of satin or a satin-like material and probably were 

a little larger than typing paper. There would be a red border all around, 

perhaps an> inch and a half wide. The interior would be white. 

Those with gold stars showed that the household had lost a family member in the 
military. Those with blue stars indicated that a family member was in service. 

The banners were held firm by a dowel running through a hem at the top, and the 
gold twine was attached to that. 



Alan Morehead, p. £8: the front as a moving precipice 



Thornton Wilder bio: military notes 



Alan Moorhead, p. 58—the front as a moving precipice 



Heart Barth 
(and use in 

speeches) • 
Paul St. Pierre, in forword to Breaking Smith's Quarter Horses 

"A story made some sort of order to men's affairs, but not too much." 

[   AYiitt^AjL *     



The armed forces were 00 million human moving parts 



who ate green lieutenants for breakfast 



Campaigns of WWII Day by Day 

p. 103—(battle of Kharkov) "When the attack was launched, tank commanders were not 

hampered by rigid instructions from the rear but were allowed to use their 

Fingerspitzengefuhl (fingertip feeling)." 



the seeds of death 



Time zones of the world of war cut back through centuries, indiscriminate of* 

clock niceties* 



Darius for WWII: wardrobe of goosestoppers, instead of trousseau? 

also: fields of death refce: Across them now, though, big bugs etc.—instead use, 

Hitler, Mussolini, Franco. 

also: still citing Hitler. Other noons, other years, it had been Mussolini and 

Franco. 

also: Spain was gone, under the spurs of Franco. Austria, Hitler*s as of last 

spring. Now the German maniac hungered for Prague. 



Living on tube steak, (eating weiners) 



up the gigi (WWII saying?) 



see Jack Schultz material in "WWII details” file 



New Guinea, green as parrot puke (have someone say 



England, green as a duke’s billiard table 



flight line: 

thumbs up to start engine 





ujk»jrUL<J: 
general or It colonel: "Who cut those orders?" (l.e., sending Ben to England) 



piss cutter: "our name for the jaunty fore-and-aft overseas khaki cap that we 

perched along the side of our heads" (Alvin Josephy, A Walk Toward Oregon, p. 186) 



p. 2f>2, New Guinea landings both these versions cuts 

The last good officer that the enlisted men knew of was Hannibal, who called in 

the elephants to give the goddamned enemy something to think about. 

The enlisted men incontrovertible believed the ranfc of lieutenant was reserved 

for those who could not find their ass with both hands# 



titless wonders (KBJQ military clerks) 









The Pacific is belted by (earthquake faults, volcanoes) 
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the inflections of war (the Eastern Front strongest*••) 
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Japanese balloon bombs 



Douglas ^acArthur 

—Where was his HQ in June 'UU? 

—destroyer as escort vessel? 



song fragment: 

What can I say or do/When the choice is losing you 



Linda Skinner~2nd folder MHS oral history summaries 

p. 3—owned a radio at Ft. Peck, most people did. At night cd get Chicago and 
Denver-stations, local stations drowned them out during the day. 

Gd be scanned for info on Ft. Peck housing. 

Alden Canterbury, 2nd folder MHS oral history summaries 

p. 3—remembers radio station in Des Moines that you could get early in morning. 


